
Partiële differentiaalvergelijkingen, WIPDV-07 2010/11 semester II b
Examination, June 30th, 2011.

Student numberName

Notes:

• You may use one sheet (single side written) with notes frorn the lectures.

• During the exam it is NOT permitted to consult books, handouts, other notes.

• Numerical/grapbic calculators are permitted, symbolic calculators are NOT permited.

• Devices with wireless internet conneetion and/or document readers are NOT permitted.

• To pass the exam, You need to gather at least half of the total points at the final exam.

• Hint: please describe the solution procedures in full details, not only the results.

TEST (to be returned by 12:00)

l. Determine if the followingsecend-order equations are ~yperbolic, elliptic, parabolic~

(a) [pts 3] Uxx - 2uxy + Uyy = 0

(b) [pts 3] 3uxx + uxy + Uyy = 0
(c) [pts 4] auxx + auxy + Uyy = 0, a integer

2. Consider the initial value problem

xUx + 2yuy + Ut = 3u, u(x, y, 0) = f(x, y)

(a) [pts 2] Write the ç!laracteristic eq~ns for this problem.
(b) [pts 5] Find all solutions of the initial value problem using the method of

~harac~istics.
(c) [pts 3] Consider the special case where the function f is defined as follow

f:lR2_lR, f(v,w)=v+w.

Write the particular solution of the initial value problem for this special case and
verify that the solution satisfies the initial value problem.



3. [pts 8) Find all separable solutions u = F(x)G(y)H(z) of the equation Ux - uy + Uz = a.
The boundary eonditions are not given.

4. (a) [pts 2) Write the Fourier Sine Series of j(x) = x3 - x on [0,1].
(b) [pts 5) Show that the nth eoeffieient of the Fourier Sine Series at point (a) has the

expression
12 ( )n33' -1 .

n7l'

(e) [pts 3) Evaluate the series found in (a)-(b) at x = 1/2 and show that you obtain

7l'3 1 1 1
32 = 1 - 33 + 53 - 73 + ... .

(d) [pts 5) Apply Parseval's identity to your answer in (a)-(b) and show that
, ------

00 1 7l'6

L n6 = 945'
n=l

5. (a) [pts 6] Solve the wave equation Utt = c2uxx on the whole realline in the ease that
the initial position 4J(x) of the string is 4J(x) = x2, and the initial veloeity 'lj;(x) is
'IjJ(x) =x+1.

(b) [pts 4) Draw graphieally the domain of dependenee of the solution u at the point
(xo, to) = (2,1) in the ease c = 1.

6. (a) [pts 2) Reeall the definition of harmonie function.
(b) [pts 3) Verify that u(x,y) = eYeosx is harmonie for all (x,y).
(e) [pts 5) Use the mean value property to show that

~ (21r esin t eos(eos t) )dt = 1.
27l' Jo

(d) [pts 5) Find the maximum and minimum values of u(x, y) = eY cosx for (x, y) in the
rectangular region where - ~ :Sx :S ~ and -1 :Su :S 1.

7. (a) [pts 3) Recall the two Green's identities.
(b) [pts 5) Suppose that A c ]Rn is a bounded region and that u : ]Rn ----t ]R satisfies

.6.u(x) = ÀU(x), when x E A, and u(x) = 0 when x E aA (boundary of A).

Using the Green's identities, show that U must be identically zero if À 2: a.
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